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"Always make sure that you say 'what am I going to learn about myself?'" (Ross Jones)
By nature, the act of traveling removes us from the known and introduces us to new sensaFons, cultures,
sounds, tastes, and challenges. Such constant confrontaFon with the "new" shakes us up and causes us to
quesFon where we are on our life's journey. Nature, with its uncanny way of providing the quiet Fme
needed to learn about ourselves and put our lives into perspecFve, is also a catalyst for change.
"It's a place that's so surreal and out of this world." (Tara SuCon)
At EcoCamp, our guests are moved by their journey, someFmes to their own surprise. The vision of the
three Towers, a glacier, guanaco, avalanche, or impossibly blue lake catch them unawares and invite them
to push deeper into the experience of living in the here and now. For Tara Su&on and Ross Jones, the
chance to interact with their surroundings, coupled with their connecFons with others at EcoCamp,
surpassed their expectaFons and allowed them to feel changed by their Fme in Patagonia.
"It's meeDng the people, it's always meeDng the people that's the most important." (Ross Jones)
Patagonia's heart-singing surroundings have a way of impacFng upon our guests. However, alongside nature

we cannot underesFmate the power of Fme spent with people in pursuit of the same goals and challenges.
For Tara and Ross, their connecFon with others - their guides and fellow travelers - stayed with them just as
much as the almost catharFc experience of walking through Torres del Paine.
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Travelers a\er the classic Torres del Paine experience know they can't beat the W Trek
(h&ps://www.cascada.travel/AcFvity/W-Trek). This famous route takes you past the Park's premier
a&racFons (including Glacier Grey, the French Valley, and the Towers themselves), with nights spent
between mountain refuges and our comfy Domes. Be&er yet, it's possible to do in ﬁve
(h&ps://www.cascada.travel/Tour/Patagonia-Torres-del-Paine-5-Day-Short-W-Trek) or seven
(h&ps://www.cascada.travel/Tour/Patagonia-Torres-del-Paine-7-Day-W-Trek) days - meaning that you can
go at a pace that suits you.
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